
Teacher/Therapist Name:  

 

Program: Conflict Resolution 

Direction :  Indicate to students that you are going to read two  stories.  These stories are identified as “Conflict Resolution 

Stories.” Describe that there is something similar about the stories.  Describe through student responses that each of the 

story characters was overcome with strong emotions of fear or anger.  As a result, they lost emotional control of themselves.  

Student Response:  Students are to listen and attempt to decide how the stories are similar or the same.  Also, indicate that 

each story is followed by a series of questions.   
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Program: Coping Strategy for Anger 

Direction :  Indicate to student there are many things one can do to manage anger.  Indicate that the following suggestion is 

helpful to many people and can be done in many situations. 

Student Response:  

1. Relax by breathing slowly. 

2. Be serious. 

a. Make eye contact. 

b. Use a firm voice. 

c. Have a serious face. 

3.  Tell the person you are angry. 

a. "I am angry." 

b. "I am mad." 

4. Tell the person what made you angry. 

5.  Don't hurt. 

a. Don't hit, name call or threaten 
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STORY #1 
AN ANGRY SISTER 
 
Kathy sees her sister, Susan, riding her new bike.  Kathy is upset that her sister did not ask her 
permission to ride it.  Kathy watches Susan jump off the bike and push it into a tree.  The bike 
bounces once and lands in a heap on its side.  Kathy, blind with rage, runs to her sister and 
pushes her down.  Susan, in tears, runs into the house looking for help from her parents. 
 
 
QUESTIONS: 
 
1. Did Kathy have good control of herself when she pushed Susan? 
 

ANSWER: No.  Kathy was so upset she was unable to 
 
think clearly. 
 
 
2. Did Kathy make a good choice? 
 

ANSWER: No.  
 
3. What might happen next? 
 

ANSWER: Kathy will get in trouble with her parents. 
 
       Kathy's sister will get even. 
 
       Kathy will feel guilty 
 
       Accept any reasonable response. 
 
 
 
 

STORY # 2 
 
TECHNICAL FOUL 
 
Sam's basketball team is playing in the championship game.  Sam sees a member of the 
opposing team drive toward the basket.  Sam moves toward the opponent, but the player 



skillfully slashes past Sam for an easy lay up.  Laughing, the player says, "You guys are 
worthless."  Enraged and with heart pounding, Sam pushes the player as he runs down the 
court.  Instantly, the referee blows his whistle, calling a technical foul on Sam and awarding two 
free throws to the other team. 

QUESTIONS 
1. Was Sam under control when he pushed the other player? 

ANSWER: No. 
2. Was Sam thinking clearly? 

ANSWER: No.  He was so upset he could not think 
clearly. 

3. What are the consequences for Sam and his team? 
ANSWER: His team might lose the game. 

      Sam's coach and teammates might be upset with him. 
      Accept any reasonable response. 
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